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stata47 lookup now indexes on-line FAQs
William Gould, Stata Corporation, wgould@stata.com
Therearecurrentlyabout100FAQstotaling300pagesavailableonStata’swebsiteandthatisgrowing. FAQ standsforFrequently
Asked Question and it is web jargon for pages recording answers to popular questions. As you can calculate for yourself from the
statistics, the average FAQ runs about 3 pages. To access the FAQs,
1. point your browser to http://www.stata.com;
2. click on User Support;
3. click on FAQs.
A FAQ isadocumentthatopenswithaquestionandthenprovidestheanswer. Forinstance,oneofthe FAQsonStata’swebsiteappears
as
What does “completely determined” mean in my logistic regression output?
Title: Interpreting “completely determined” when running logistic
Author: William Sribney, Stata Corporation
Date: July 1996



































































t. Let us deal with the most




This particular FAQ runs about 7 pages.














Cross-sectional time-series (panel) data
Logistic and probit regression
Survival analysis






Questions about Data Management







FAQs concerning releases before Stata 5.0






p is the Stata command that indexes the Stata on-line help, the printed documentation, and now, the FAQs. Windows and






























































































































































































































































































The referenced URL http://www.stata.com/support/faqs/stat/ will take you directly to the statistics FAQ page; alternatively you could
go to http://www.stata.com, click on User Support, click on FAQs, and click on Statistics. However you get to the page, from there
you click on Logistic and probit regression and then you scroll down the sublist until you ﬁnd the completely-determined question.
It is unlikely that you would ever think to lookup the phrase “completely determined” or that we will remember to index such a

























t, you will ﬁnd this FAQ.
Listing only the FAQs






p. A major advantage is that they can then scroll through the list.






















(references to 11 manual entries omitted)
(references to 11 STB inserts omitted)
(references to 8 FAQs omitted)








c) produces a list of 11
+ 11
+ 8




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































) if you wish to restrict the listing.
Updates
When you install the ofﬁcial updates from the STB, the lookup database is also updated. All STB inserts up to and including the
previous issue are indexed along with all current FAQs.
stata48 Updated reshape
William Gould, Stata Corporation, wgould@stata.com
























e command has a number of improvements:
1. The syntax is easier to specify and you need specify less.
2. The syntax allows variable names to be sufﬁxed with numbers—as did the old—and it allows numbers to appear in the middle





























c.Stata Technical Bulletin 5












r command for use when












r lists the problem observations.
4. The command checks assumptions about the data more carefully so that if there are problems, you are told ahead of time rather
than after you obtain an unexpected result.








e had with allowing only 10 constant-within-group variables is ﬁxed.




































































































































































































































































where fvarnamesare either varnames, varnameswith
@ characters, or a mix of the two. The
@ characterdenotes where the # (
j)s u f ﬁ x
appears.
Description of basic syntax
Think of the data as a collection of observations
X
i




























































































































































































































































































































) (goes from right-form to left)6 Stata Technical Bulletin STB-39



















































































































































































































































i variable denotes the logical observation and is often called the group identiﬁer.
i is variable
i
d in our data.
j denotes the subobservation and so is often called the subgroup or within-group identiﬁer.





r when the data is in the long form. There is no
j variable in the wide form. Instead, the
i
n


















That leaves only the variable
s
e





























































x is not speciﬁed,
s
e








e veriﬁes that assumption before converting the data.
Here is an example with two
X
i
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except for variable order.














































































































































































































































































































) yet we have two observations for
i
d
= 2. Is person
2 a male or female?





























































































































































































































































It is not a mistake when the

















































































































































































































































































































) must be unique within
i
(


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































What if we forget to specify
u






































































































































e was not constant within
i and so could not restructure the data so that there were single ob-
servations on










































problem were not obvious.







e will refuse to convert the data:
1. the data are in the wide form and
i is not unique;
2. the data are in the long form and
j is not unique within
i;
3. the data are in the long form and an unmentioned variable is not constant within
i.Stata Technical Bulletin 9
Other mistakes







e will probably convert the data and produce
a surprising result because there is no way of knowing this is not what you intend.













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































We did not state that
u
e varied within












2 were left as-is. There is no real problem here
because no information has been lost. In fact, this may be the result we wanted.





j variables. If you obtain an unanticipated result here is how
to undo it:

























e (without arguments) to undo it.

























g (without arguments) to undo it.




















































reshape long and reshape wide without arguments













































































































arguments the next day.10 Stata Technical Bulletin STB-39
Be a little careful, however. If you create new
X
i






















e itself will catch







e will convert the data, but the result will
be surprising (remember what happened when we forget to mention variable
u












2 in our long











g’ to undo it and then try again.
Missing variables







e does not demand that all the variables exist. Missing variables






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































be created and it would contain all missing values.
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The second syntax deﬁnes the

























e. The values can easily be ob-



















g—if you have named your















2, recording income in each of the indicated years, and you


























































2 and decide that there are four groups:
j
= 2, 80, 81, and 82.









c would be a good name.
Alternatively, you can keep the name and specify the






















































































































e will assume the variable is named
j.
Advanced issues with basic syntax: X ij
When specifying the variable names you may include














































































































































































































































































































































































































































@ character may appear in each name. If no
@ character appears, results are as if the
@ character appeared at the end




























































































































r in the long.
The









































) is for use when























































































) is seldom speciﬁed.



































































































f the income of the woman. This data can be reshaped into separate observations

















































































































































































































































































































g option speciﬁes that
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Where the string identiﬁer appears may be speciﬁed using the
@ notation. In the following wide data, the
m and
f appear as a





























































































































































































































































































a present in the data.
Advanced issues with basic syntax: second-level nesting
Youhavedatafromahouseholdsurveyoftheincomeofhusbandsandwives. Therearefourwaysthesedatamightbeorganized.14 Stata Technical Bulletin STB-39
















































































































































































































ecan convertany ofthese formsto anyother. Convertingall the wayfrom the long-longform to the wide-wide form(orfrom















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































j corresponds to the variables speciﬁed in the basic syntax.










In the basic syntax, all unspeciﬁed variables are assumed to be constant within



















i names the constant-within-









i,t h e na n y
variables that are not explicitly speciﬁed are dropped from the data during the conversion.
As a practical matter, it would probably be better if you explicitly dropped the unwanted variables before conversion. For in-


















































































e from going to the work of deter-



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































i speciﬁcations may be given in any order and may be regiven to change or

































r provides a way to erase the deﬁnitions if you do not want this.
The basic syntax of reshape is implemented in terms of the advanced syntax. That means you can mix basic and advanced
syntaxes.16 Stata Technical Bulletin STB-39
Comparison with prior version of reshape





































































































e understands that. The new syntax is, however, better.
Here is the mapping between old and new syntax:































































































































































s command you speciﬁed the identiﬁcation variables and any variables that were constant within group.

















i constant within group variables







e can ﬁgure that out for
itself. If you specify the list, you are likely to forget a variable or two.



















i is also limited to 10 variables,
but the constraint does not matter because it will certainly not take that many variables to identify the groups and the constant-within-









i command or left unspeciﬁed. There is now no limit as to the number of








e uses less memory and is slightly faster once it gets going; it spends more time thinking about what it is going







ehas better error checking—especially for data problems such as nonunique id variables that might
otherwise go undiscovered. All those advantages accrue whether you use the old or new syntax.
Acknowledgment








2command(Weesie 1997), the ideasofwhichwere





















































1 if old-syntax commands were used
v
.




























































































g speciﬁed; otherwise 0.
References
Weesie, J. 1997. dm48: An enhancement of reshape. Stata Technical Bulletin 38: 2–4.Stata Technical Bulletin 17
dm49 Some new matrix commands
Jeroen Weesie, Utrecht University, Netherlands, weesie@weesie.fsw.ruu.nl
Thisinsert describesacollection ofnewmatrix commandsforStata. Mostofthesecommandsoperateon“explicit” Stata matrix
objects. In my work, I frequently encounter situations in which I want to know some “linear algebra” property of a collection of
variables. Forexample,“Whatisthematrixrankofthesevariables?” Wemightalsoask“Howmanylinearrelationshipsexistbetween





t is laborious and only possible with small datasets. Thus, I wrote






In this insert, I do not seek to explicate linear algebra concepts, numerical linear algebra, and the applications of linear algebra
in statistics. Rather, the reader should refer to the references.
Finally,IstayedawayfromimplementingoneofthemostcuriousomissionsinStata: Alinearequationsolver. Stata’shigh-level
interpreted language is simply too slow.
Contents














































































































l “null space” of variables
The matrix-oriented commands share a number of features:
1. They accept valid matrix expressions such as the name of a matrix, the sum of two matrices, the inverse of a matrix, and so on.




2. If names for output are not speciﬁed, the output is displayed.



















































k returns the rank of
matname.I f
A is a (
n
￿



















A are orthogonal projections. If
A is square and regular, the MP-inverse is the ordinary matrix inverse. If
A is








) returns a g-inverse, which is a different kind of generalized matrix inverse.
The row (column) names of the MP-inverse are the column (row) names of matname. See Campbell and Meyer (1979) for details on

























































































































































































































































































































































compute and/or display the row-wise, column-wise and over-all maximum, minimum, and sum over the elements of a matrix. More




































































































d defaults to the U(0,1) distribution.







y speciﬁes that the computed results are displayed. All programs that are described here display the results if output names

























) speciﬁes the tolerance for deciding what singular values are ‘really’ zero. See below for details. You typically don’t have to
set this option.
Numerical details




















d). Note that Stata can only compute the “economy” solution, and hence cannot be used directly to obtain the null space
of a matrix.





A as the number of singular values that exceed
t
o







































where eps is a measure of machine precision.

























































If the minimum of the singular values is 0, the condition number is deﬁned as missing.






U,w h e r e
I
Sis a diagonal matrix with the reciprocal of the singular values
S,o r












































































































) (return row-wise sum of A)
Details on variable-oriented programs
Theseprogramsreturnlinearalgebracharacteristicsofdata,i.e.,ofan“impliedmatrix”withthevariablesinavarlistascolumns,




n selected) cases without missing values as the rows. All programs make it easy to append a variable consisting of







































































































































































































































h, the constant is prepended to







y speciﬁes that the computed characteristics should be displayed. Recall that the programs automatically display results if no



























mspeciﬁesthatthe returnedvariablesarenormalized, i.e., haveunitlength. The (weighted)covariancematrix oforthonormalized





) speciﬁes a tolerance to decide whether a variable is linear dependent on the previous variables in the varlist. A more reliable








































































































































































w (varnull will show a matrix with coefﬁcients that)


























































l. It is important to understand that the variable-oriented and the matrix-oriented pro-











e.g., the QR decomposition. However, the SVD may require much more memory than Stata’s matrix modulescan cope with. Thus, the
variable-oriented versions are provided as low-precision alternatives. If you fear that your data are ill-conditioned, you have enough













































































X) associated with zero (or small) eigenvalues, obtained from the spectral
decomposition.
References
Belsey, D. A., E. Kuh, and R. E. Welsch. 1980. Regression Diagnostics. Identifying Inﬂuential Data and Sources of Collinearity. New York: John Wiley &
Sons.
Campbell, S. L. and C. D. Meyer, Jr. 1979. Generalized Inverses of Linear Transformations. London: Pitman.
Golob, G. H. and C. F. van Loan. 1983. Matrix Computations. Oxford: North Oxford Academic.
The MathWorks. Matlab Reference Manual. V4. Cambridge, MA: The MathWorks, Inc.
ip19 Using expressions in Stata commands
Jeroen Weesie, Utrecht University, Netherlands, weesie@weesie.fsw.ruu.nl
On numerous occasions, I wondered why Stata does not support a list of expressions (e.g., the log-transform of a variable; the
sumofvariables)inplaceofalistofvariables. Currently,onehastogenerate“temporary”variablesmanually. Supportforexpressions
whereStatanowpermitsvariablesonly,wasrequestedanumberoftimesbyotherStatausersontheStatadiscussionlist. Inthisinsert,
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r is not smart enough to parse such expressions. In addition, a variable list is interpreted as a list of “atomic” expressions,
namely the untransformed existing variables.
Expression expansion is limited to the part of the input string prior to the ﬁrst comma. Thus expression expansion does not









t if you haven’t changed the default type; doing





















r with the automobile data distributed with Stata. We want to see summary statistics of the log price and log

































































































































































































































































































































































































r can also be used to include transformed variables in linear (linear-form) models. Thus, to include the log




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































If you use expressions in estimation commands, you may beneﬁt from the more readable output of the parameter estimates that






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































d “switches on” expression expansion in all subsequent commands that are


























































































































Finally, interrupting a command with the Break key terminates the command, it does not terminate expression expansion. To
terminate expansion, one should enter the command (.), i.e., a period.
References
Weesie, Jeroen. 1996. sg60: Enhancements for the display of estimation results. Stata Technical Bulletin 33: 12–15.
sbe17 Discrete time proportional hazards regression
Stephen P. Jenkins, ESRC Research Centre on Micro-Social Change, University of Essex, UK, stephenj@essex.ac.uk
Hazard rate models are widely used to model duration data in a wide range of disciplines, from biostatistics to economics. The






z estimates, by maximum likelihood, two discrete time (grouped duration data) proportional hazards regression models,
one of which incorporates a gamma mixture distribution to summarize unobserved individual heterogeneity (or “frailty”). Covari-
ates may include regressor variables summarizing observed differences between persons (either ﬁxed or time-varying), and variables
summarizing the duration dependence of the hazard rate. With a suitable deﬁnition of covariates, models with a fully nonparamet-

































The two models estimated are: (1) the Prentice–Gloeckler (1978) model; and (2) the Prentice–Gloeckler (1978) model incor-
porating a gamma mixture distribution to summarize unobserved individual heterogeneity, as proposed by Meyer (1990). These are
referred to as Model 1 and Model 2 respectively below. My exposition of the models draws heavily on that of Stewart (1996).
The models








n, who each enter a state (e.g. unemployment) at time
t
= 0. The instantaneous
hazard rate function for person
i at time
t





































t represent the path of the covariate vector between time 0 and time
t.





















































































































































































￿ is the integrated baseline hazard at
t
:
The probability of exit in the



































































The hazard of exit in the











































































































To simplify, let us now suppose that all intervals are of unit length (e.g. a week, or a month), so the recorded duration for each
person









). Persons are also recorded as either having left the state during the interval, or as still




the latter group, contributing right-censored spell data,
c
i
= 0. Observe that the number of intervals comprising a censored spell is
deﬁned here to include the last interval within which the person is observed.

















































































































































































]24 Stata Technical Bulletin STB-39
This speciﬁcation allows for a fully nonparametric baseline hazard with a separate parameter,
￿
j, for each duration interval, which
can be interpreted as the logarithm of the integral of the baseline hazard over the relevant interval. Alternatively, the sequence of the
￿
j may be described by some semiparametric or parametric function.




= 1i fp e r s o n











= 0o t h e r w i s e ,t h e nt h e





























































Model 2 incorporates a gamma-distributed random variable to describe unobserved heterogeneity between individuals. For a
discussion of, and comparison with, other types of mixed proportional hazards models, see Stewart (1996).
























































































Conveniently, the survivor function for the augmented model has a closed form expression (see Meyer 1990 or Dolton and van der
Klaauw 1995, for details), and hence so too does the log likelihood function.




































































































































) is a function describing duration dependence in the hazard rate, including the nonparametric baseline hazard speciﬁcation
(
￿




) is chosen by the user and speciﬁed by deﬁning appropriate covariates—see below. Model 1’s log

















0 command, with starting values taken from



























































































) which is used as the starting value in the maximization. The default is



































































t,p l u s
S
1 which contains the Model 2 log likelihood value at maximum,
and
S
2 which contains the Model 1 log likelihood value at maximum.
Estimated coefﬁcients and standard errors may be accessed in the usual way: see [U] 20.5 Accessing coefﬁcients and [R] matrix get.
Data organization and mandatory variables
The dataset must be organized before estimation so that, for each person, there are as many data rows as there are time intervals
at risk of the event occurring for each person. Given the deﬁnitions above, this means
t
















disusefulforputtingthedata inthisform: see[R]expand, andthe examplebelow. Also
see the “data step” discussion in Jenkins (1995).










) is the variable uniquely identifying each interval at risk for each person. For each
















































￿ 1, and deadvar





An example of how to construct these variables is given below.
Example










a) supplied with Stata. The dataset provides information about survival




g = 1) and 20




g = 0). The participants range in
a
g
e from 47 to 67 years. We wish to analyze time until death,


























































































































































z we must reorganize the dataset and create the mandatory variables. To understand what is going on, look at how


















































































































































































































































































































































































Atthisstage, with thedatareorganizedinto person-monthform, itwouldbestraightforward togeneratetime-varyingcovariates.


















heterogeneity, and use the gamma mixing distribution to capture unobserved heterogeneity.






z assume that duration dependence in the hazard rate is summarized by a parametric
“Weibull” speciﬁcation. This is achieved by including a covariate deﬁned as the logarithm of seqvar. (If the estimated coefﬁcient on
this regressor is greater than zero, the hazard increases monotonically with duration; if less than zero, it decreases monotonically.)

























































z I have added output giving log likelihood values. Incidentally, the logistic hazard counterpart to this propor-






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































z Model 1 and Model 2 estimates, we see that the duration dependenceparameter is larger in the latter. More-







e are slightly larger in absolute value. These differences are not unexpected: not
accountingforunobservedheterogeneityinducesanunderestimateoftheextenttowhichthehazardrateincreaseswithduration(oran
overestimate of the decline) and attenuates the magnitude of the impact of covariates on the hazard rate (see Lancaster 1990, chapter
4).
The size of the variance of the gamma mixture distribution relative to its standard error suggests, however, that unobserved
heterogeneity is not signiﬁcant in this dataset. A likelihood ratio test of Model 2 versus Model 1 also suggests the same conclusion.
Users should be aware though that standard likelihood ratio tests cannot, strictly speaking, be used to choose between Models 1 and
2, because the former is not a nested version of the latter.






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































As it happens, the coefﬁcient estimates are very similar to corresponding estimates in the discrete time “Weibull” model without
unobservedheterogeneity. The durationdependenceparametersaresimilar too: compare1
￿
p






We should be wary about drawing conclusions about duration dependence from parametric models like the “Weibull” which
tightly constrain the shape of the baseline hazard function, when in fact the hazard may vary nonmonotonically with duration. More-
over it is well known that conclusions about the importance of unobserved heterogeneity are more reliably drawn if a ﬂexible speci-
ﬁcation for the baseline hazard has been used; for a recent discussion, see Dolton and van der Klaauw (1995).28 Stata Technical Bulletin STB-39
Letusthereforecomparesomemodelswhichallowformoreﬂexibilityintheshapeofthebaselinehazardfunction. Oneobvious
reference point is the continuous time Cox model. Estimates for this are reported in Stata Reference Manual, vol. 3, p. 257, and can















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Let us nowcompare the Cox model estimates with variousdiscrete time proportionalhazard model speciﬁcations. One example









































































z also allows the estimation of fully nonparametric speciﬁcations for the baseline hazard (analogously to the Cox model).











d = 1. If there are intervals for which this is not true,Stata Technical Bulletin 29
theneitherone mustchangethe baselinehazardfunctionspeciﬁcation, oronemustdrop therelevantperson-monthobservationsfrom
the estimation. (see also the discussion of identiﬁcation of the logit model in Stata Reference Manual, vol. 2, pp. 371–375.)
To estimate the nonparametric baseline model, ﬁrst one has to create binary dummy variables corresponding to each duration
interval. It is the user’s responsibility to do this and also to check identiﬁability. This is straightforward. We can create interval-
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































There are no deaths during months 9, 14, 18–21, 26, 27, 29–32, 34–39, and so a month-speciﬁc hazard rate cannot be estimated for
these intervals.
The nonparametric baseline model is estimated by including all the relevant duration interval dichotomous variables, excluding






s option. (An alternative estimation










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The results suggest that unobserved heterogeneity is not signiﬁcant in this context, so our preferred speciﬁcation is Model 1.
Parameter estimates for this model correspond quite closely to the Cox ones. In particular, there is a close match in the pattern of
variationofthebaselinehazardwithduration: comparethedurationintervaldummyvariablecoefﬁcientestimateswiththeCoxmodel







e are each somewhat larger in absolute value in the discrete-time model
compared to the Cox model.
The earliertabulation showedthat, evenforthe monthsin which there weredeaths, the numberofdeathswasrelatively small. A
model with a piece-wise constant baseline hazard function is an example of a compromise model which allows some nonparametric
ﬂexibility in the duration dependence speciﬁcation, but may help estimation precision when there are few spell endings per duration
interval. Tospecifyabaselinehazardwhichisconstantwithinsixmonthintervalsuptodurationsof30monthsandconstantthereafter,
























































































































































































































































Estimates of Models 1 and 2 for this case (not shown here) indicate that unobserved heterogeneity is not signiﬁcant and there is
again evidence of a nonmonotonic increase in the baseline hazard with duration. The coefﬁcients on age and drug are similar to those
estimated by both the Cox model and the discrete time proportional hazards model with nonparametric baseline hazard.






z can be slow, or rather estimation of Model 2 can be. This is partly because the maximization procedure uses numerical
derivatives, and also partly because reorganized datasets can be relatively “large”. Models with fully nonparametric baseline hazard
function speciﬁcations also take signiﬁcantly longer to estimate than models with parsimonious parametric speciﬁcations. Using a






z model took about











one with 7410 person-month observations, a model with one covariate and thirteen duration interval dummy variables took about 30
minutes to complete.
The log likelihood function for Model 2 is not globally concave, but convergence is usually achieved without problems. If there





e option useful for diagnosing problems. Setting different starting values for








) option may also be helpful.
A warning. Because of the particular ordered sequence person-month structure of the data, the
i
f option should be used with
great care (and the
i
n option should probably never be used). An
i
f expression which refers to all the data rows for each person will
be handled correctly, e.g., selection of an estimation sub-sample according to values of a ﬁxed covariate. Do not select cases using an
expression referring to a duration-varying variable or the results may be unpredictable. One exception to this rule arises when some
observations need to be excluded to ensure identiﬁability of a model with a nonparametric baseline hazard function, as illustrated32 Stata Technical Bulletin STB-39
earlier. (In this context, there is one situation I am aware of in which the program will be incorrect if this strategy is followed. This is
when the data contain a person contributing
s
>
1 intervals to the analysis who “dies” in the
sth interval, and there are no “deaths”
observed for any person in the sample during any of the duration intervals prior to
s. This situation is likely to be rare.)
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sg72 Newey–West standard errors for probit, logit, and poisson models
James W. Hardin, Stata Corporation, stata@stata.com
Thisarticlediscussesthecalculationofstandarderrorsthatarerobusttoheteroscedasticityandserialcorrelationforprobit, logit,
and poisson regression models.
In order to calculate any statistic dealing with serial correlation, one must have a variable that identiﬁes the time at which the
individual observations were collected. This is to ensure that the observations are placed in the correct order and that the time steps
between observations are constant so that the lag-dependent calculations are done correctly.
Methods and formulas


















t. We also introduce a parametric family of weighting functions to be used in weighted nonlinear least squares (WNLS)








) is strictly positive. The motivation of the weighting function is that for some
value of
￿, the weight function is proportional to the conditional variance of
y
t given the covariates
x
t and the WNLS estimator
b
￿ is



























































































































t is the weightedresidual, and
Gis the maximumlag to consider(the bandwidth).
Note that under the hypothesis of independent observations (
G
=
0), we would have the usual White estimate of variance (c.f. theStata Technical Bulletin 33
example of linear regression). Newey and West (1987) show that
b
B is positive semi-deﬁnite. Other extensions of this approach that





G are not included in this command.
For details on the theoretical derivation of these estimators, the interested reader should consult Wooldridge (1991) or Hamilton






























































































































)speciﬁesthe variablethatcontainsthe time atwhich
each observation was recorded.
t
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Example: linear regression models



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Example: probit and logit models
Inthisexample,weusedataontheunionizationofwomen. Weﬁrstpresenttheresultsofaprobitanalysisnotaddressingpossible































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































As there are repeated observations over time, we suspect that there will be a problem with serial correlation which should be










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Note that probit and logit models may be run the same way using the logit keyword instead of the probit keyword.
Example: poisson models

























































































































































t option. We also can not
obtain robust standard errors from the
g
l
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